TECHNICAL
SKILL

A technical skill is often regarded
to as a hard skill. These skills are
specifically meant for particular
technical jobs. In other words
you can say that technical skills
allows an individual to have a
deeper
knowledge
of
a
subject. Technical skill is an indemand skill, so have a wide
range of technical skills can
make you stand, a step ahead of
your competitors. And can add
feathers to your resume.

Technical
Courses
Programming:C/C++/Java/PythonThese programming languages are the most common
ones and are easy to learn. If you are a beginner, you
can definitely start by learning these programming
languages. All these languages are easy to learn, best to
begin with and provides the best features.
Data Sciences- Data science can be regarded as the
worth learning course. In this technically evolving
world, the necessity of Data Analyst and Data Scientist
is a dire need. You will learn-Programming
Python Coding
Machine learning
Data visualization
Teamwork
Communication skills
Business Acumen
Problem solving
Web Development- Web Development is the creation
and maintenance of a website. Web Development is all
about coding and programming that grants easy access
to the functions of a website. The technical skills that
you will learn under this course areHTML & CSS
Java Script
Bootstrap
PHP
MySQL
Basics of SEO
WordPress

Technical
Courses
Android DevelopmentAndroid Development allows you to create
Applications for an Android operating system. An
Android Developer’s job majorly revolves around
creating the apps that we use on our
smartphones and tablets. The technical skills
that you will learn in Android Development are
as follows-JAVA
XML
Android SDK
SQL
Android Studio
Databases
Material Design
iOS DevelopmentiOS Development is the process of development
of applications for mobile devices that are
powered by Apple’s iOS system. The technical
skills demanded to be an iOS developer areSwift
Spatial Reasoning
Networking
Design Guidelines
UI and UX
Grand Central Dispatch
Core Data
Git and Github

WHAT’S NEW AT
CROSS SKILLS

Expert faculty- Cross skills faculty is enriched with
instructors and trainers who are experts in foreign
languages. There is a specific instructor for each specific
foreign language. By joining, Cross Skills you can easily avail
numerous professional
guidance by them, to pave your waytowards your goals.
Structured learning program- You may have come across
various virtual foreign language learning platforms and may
have also joined a few of them and quit after realizing that
they directly dive into the expert level classes, without
teaching the basics. We at Cross Skills ensure to provide
you a step by step learning program from a beginner’s level
to an expert one.
Webinars- Cross Skills conduct webinars on weekly basis
where you can interact with our expert instructors.
Weekly competitions- While the learning process goes on,
Cross Skills conduct weekly competitions where you can
participate and showcase your foreign language skills.
Learners from allover the globe-Cross Skills have learners
from all over the globe. People not only from India are
learning the foreign languages with you at this virtual
platform but learners from abroad as well are a part
of Cross Skills.

WHAT’S NEW AT
CROSS SKILLS

Convenient learning hours- We at Cross Skills provide you
flexible learning hours. You can choose the timing of your
classes according to your mood or schedule and gain the
experience of learning as per your convenient timings.
Interactive classes with guests- On a weekly basis, to
make the learning process more exciting, Cross Skills
conduct interactive classes with foreign guests that will
help you in understanding more about the particular
language,you enroll .
Weekly evaluation classes- We at Cross Skills not only
focus on teaching you but we also conduct weekly
evaluation classes, where you will get the feedback from
our expert faculty.
·
Learn new words each day- We at Cross Skills believe that
learning is a time taking process. And hence should be
started off, on a daily basis rather than having hours of
classes few days a week, we conduct classes leniently and
teach you step by step, every day rather than teaching all
together and making the sessions boring.
Competitive and encouraging platform- We aim at
providing you a competitive and encouraging platform by
means of guest lectures, talent showcasing competitions to
help you in maintaining consistency.

FEW WORDS FROM OUR
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
INSTRUCTORS
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If you are zealous about learning a new
language or if you desire to turn your skills
into a profession, don’t let this golden
opportunity go. Unleash your hidden talent
with us. Do yourself, a favor and master and
learn foreign language/s with us.
It’s always a matter of now or never. So,
register now at Cross Skills. We ensure to
provide you the best platform for a better
online foreign language learning experience.
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